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Per Gösta Andersson1

One-sided Wald intervals, constructed from asymptotic arguments, usually exhibit coverage
probabilites which are far from the nominal confidence levels if the underlying distribution is
not normal. Two recently proposed procedures for adjusting the Wald interval leading to
different, but related confidence intervals will here be presented and compared. These
intervals take into account and adjust for skewness, leading to coverage probabilites closer to
the nominal levels.
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1. Introduction

In June 2000 I attended the second International Conference on Establishment Surveys

(ICES II) in Buffalo, New York. The main purpose of my participation was to present the

paper “A balanced adjusted confidence interval procedure applied to finite population

sampling”, which was a joint work with Olle Nerman. The discussant Phil Kott soon

became enthusiastic about the adjustment idea and immediately after the conference we

initiated an e-mail based collaboration. The first result was “Two-sided coverage intervals

for small proportions based on survey data”, which was presented by Phil at the Federal

Committee on Statistical Methodology Research Conference (FCSM), Arlington, Virginia

in 2001. We then continued with a modification of the adjusted interval involving

calculation of degrees of freedom for the underlying pivotal, thus making the interval

t-based. This resulted in the paper “Two-sided coverage intervals for an estimator of a

small proportion based on a simple random cluster sample” (not published). Our

cooperation then unfortunately faded, mostly due to lack of time. Phil moved on (together

with Yan Liu) and produced “Evaluating alternative one-sided coverage intervals for

a binomial proportion” in 2007. I, on the other hand, published in 2004 “Alternative

confidence intervals for the total of a skewed biological population,” which is based on the

same idea as the Buffalo paper, with a real-data application which I got from Timothy

Gregoire, who also participated in that conference. The general adjustment approach then

got full attention in “A simple correlation adjustment procedure applied to confidence

interval construction” (2009).

Now our paths cross again, it seems, since Phil’s achievements (with Yan Liu) “One-

sided coverage intervals for a proportion estimated from a stratified random sample” and
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“Speeding up the asymptotics when constructing one-sided coverage intervals with survey

data” contain, besides a mixture of Edgeworth and Taylor expansions, the use of the same

alternative variance estimator as for the adjustment in e.g., Andersson (2009). This leads to

confidence interval expressions closely related to what is obtained in Andersson (2009).

The intention of this paper is to explicitly show how the resulting intervals relate both in

theory and by simulations for the case where we consider intervals for a mean based on

i.i.d. continuous random variables.

2. The Two Alternative Procedures

Consider an i.i.d. random sample X1; : : : ;Xn from some continuous distribution with

mean m and finite variance s 2. (In fact, to be on the safe side for the procedures to

be presented, we assume a finite sixth moment for the distribution of X).

The “standard” Wald-interval is based on the pivotal

�X 2 m

S=
ffiffiffi
n

p ð1Þ

where S is the sample standard deviation {1=ðn 2 1Þ}
Pn

i21ðXi 2 �XÞ2
� �1=2

, as an estimator

of s.

On the assumption of approximate normality of (1), we get from observed values

x1; : : : ; xn the 100(1 2 a) % upper and lower bounded intervals

�x þ zs=
ffiffiffi
n

p
and �x 2 zs=

ffiffiffi
n

p
ð2Þ

where z is the 1 2 a -quantile of the standard normal distribution, i.e., z ¼ F21ð12 aÞ.

(Alternatively, the corresponding quantile from the t-distribution with n 2 1 degrees of

freedom is used).

This approximate normality assumption is often dubious though, even if it would hold

reasonably well for �X. For instance, underlying skewness of X causes �X and S to be

correlated. Refinement of the Wald interval may be obtained by using Edgeworth

expansions and/or adjusting for the induced correlation.

Following Andersson (2009), we first note that �X is uncorrelated with S2=n 2 Kð �X 2 mÞ,

where K ¼ Covð �X; S2=nÞ=Varð �XÞ. We also have that VarðS2=n 2 Kð �X 2 mÞÞ

¼ VarðS2=nÞ2 K 2Varð �XÞ.

Now, K ¼ ðm3=n2Þ=ðs2=nÞ ¼ gs=n, where m3 is the third central moment of X

and g ¼ m3=s
3=2 is the skewness coefficient of X. K needs to be estimated and

K̂ ¼ ĝs=n; where ĝ ¼ m̂3=s3=2 and m̂3 ¼ 1=ðn 2 3þ 2=nÞ
� �Pn

i¼1ðXi 2 �XÞ3 (unbiased

estimator of m3).

The ANNE confidence interval2 is then derived by “inverting” the pivotal (assumed to

be approximately normally distributed)

2 Actually Phil later named the interval, as presented by me at the Buffalo conference, the AN (Andersson-
Nerman) interval. An associate editor thought, however, that this should stand for Asymptotically Normal,
so ANNE (ANdersson-NErman) is now the “official name.” (As it turns out, Anne is also the name of Olle
Nerman’s wife!).
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leading to the upper and lower bounded intervals
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As one would expect, empirical investigations in e.g., Andersson (2009) have shown that

the “adjusted” pivotal (3) has less skewness than (1), and this means confidence intervals

which have coverage probabilities closer to the chosen confidence levels.

Kott and Liu consider a finite population sampling situation, but their approach also

works for the present situation. It starts with a combination of a one-term Edgeworth

expansion for �X and a first order Taylor approximation of F(z), leading to

P
�X 2 m
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ffiffiffi
n

p # z 2
12 z2

6
t

� �
< FðzÞ

where t ¼ E �X 2 mÞ3
� �

=Varð �XÞ3=2 ¼ K=ðs=
ffiffiffi
n

p
Þ, the skewness coefficient of �X.

Taking squares and expanding then yields
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and if we estimate s2=n by S2=n 2 K̂ð �X 2 mÞ,the following upper/lower bounded intervals

are obtained:
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The ANNE and Kott-Liu interval expressions thus are closely related; and if we look at

other previously suggested intervals, we see that the Kott-Liu interval is in its first part

exactly the same as the interval due to Abramovitch and Singh (1985), which is a

refinement of an interval by Johnson (1978). The upper bound of the Abramovitch and

Singh interval is

�x þ
1

6
þ

z2

3

� �
ĝs
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þ z
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n

p
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Now, the ANNE and Kott-Liu interval-bounds share the same structure:

�x þ A
ĝs

n
^ z

sffiffiffi
n

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ A2

ĝ2

n

r

Since z2=ð2nÞ . ð1Þ=ð6Þ þ ðz2Þ=ð3Þ; for z . 1 (which holds for any reasonable confidence

level), we can immediately conclude that the coverage probability, for the upper bounded

ANNE Interval is higher. The converse is true for a lower bounded interval, since it can be

shown that, for a fixed sample, the lower bound (like the upper bound) is an increasing

function of A.

3. A Simulation Study

In order to empirically illustrate properties of confidence intervals for the mean m a modest

simulation study was conducted. Samples were generated from three positively skewed

distributions: chi-square ðx2ð f ÞÞ with f ¼ 4; f ¼ 1 and f ¼ 0:5 degrees of freedom.

The skewness coefficient g for these distributions were: 1.4, 2.8 and 4.0. The chosen

sample sizes were 10, 50, and 100. For each combination of distribution and sample size,

10,000 samples were generated using MATLAB, version 6.0.

The confidence intervals studied are the Wald intervals (2), the Kott-Liu intervals (6)

and (7) and the ANNE intervals (4) and (5). The nominal level for lower/upper endpoint

intervals was 95% throughout.

As displayed in Table 1, the Wald intervals have for most cases highly inaccurate

coverage probabilities, which to a great deal is an effect of skewness of the corresponding

pivotal (1), caused by the correlation beteween �X and S. As expected, the Kott-Liu and

ANNE intervals both have substantially higher/lower coverage for upper/lower bounded

intervals than the Wald intervals. While not being as conservative as the Wald intervals for

Table 1. Coverage rates given as percentages of the Wald, Kott-Liu and ANNE lower/upper endpoint

confidence intervals with nominal level 95%, for samples generated with sizes n ¼ 10; 50 and 100 from

x 2ð4Þ; x 2ð1Þ and x 2ð0:5Þ distributions. Given is also the correlation coefficient r for �X and S 2. For each

combination of distributions and sample sizes, 10,000 samples were generated

n ¼ 10 n ¼ 50 n ¼ 100

Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper

x2ð4Þ, g ¼ 14 rð �X; S2Þ ¼ 0:63
Wald 97.6 88.5 96.5 92.4 96.5 93.5
Kott-Liu 95.6 90.8 94.0 93.9 95.3 95.1
ANNE 93.9 91.0 94.1 94.2 94.7 95.1

x2ð1Þ, g ¼ 2:8 rð �X; S2Þ ¼ 0:76
Wald 98.6 82.4 98.1 89.3 97.3 91.3
Kott-Liu 96.5 86.8 95.7 92.9 95.0 94.1
ANNE 93.4 87.1 94.1 93.3 93.8 94.3

x2ð0:5Þ, g ¼ 4:0 rð �X; S2Þ ¼ 0:78
Wald 99.3 80.1 98.5 87.1 98.0 89.9
Kott-Liu 97.4 82.1 96.1 91.5 95.5 93.7
ANNE 92.9 82.5 93.1 91.9 93.5 94.1
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the lower bounded case, the Kott-Liu intervals have (with one exception) a coverage above

the nominal level 95%. The lower bounded ANNE intervals, on the other hand always

have coverage less than 95%, and even though the ANNE intervals provide the best upper

limit coverage, we rarely reach the nominal level.

4. Concluding Remarks

Compared to Wald’s interval, the Kott-Liu and ANNE intervals have, for the cases studied

here, coverage probabilites closer to the nominal levels. In order to improve upon these

results, we may furthermore estimate effective degrees of freedom and make the

alternative intervals t-based instead of z-based, as done in Kott and Liu (2009a).

(In Andersson (2009) the ANNE interval is actually t-based with n 2 1 degrees of

freedom). Preliminary results in this direction are promising.
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